3rd TERM EXAMINATION CULTURAL AND CREATIVE ARTS CLASS
:PRIMARY FOUR ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS
1.

Each pattern of totto is referred as -----------------------

2.

Name the three part of the body that tattoo are made on
------------------- (3) ------------------and (4) -------------------Write the meaning of the follow Art words

5.

Festival ---------------------

6.

Conferment --------------------

7.

Relaxation --------------------

8.

Temporal -------------------

9.

Contestants ----------------------

10.

What is the meaning of FOLKTALE ------------------

11.

Draw or make three tattoo patterns ----------------------

3RD TERM EXAMINATION ON SUBJECT WRITING CLASS PRIMARY FOUR .
These

are my crayons

They are on the desk
The time is one o” clock
In the afternoon
We thank GOD by praising Him

3RD TERM EXAMINATION SUBJECT NUMERACY CLASS PRIMARY FOUR
SOLVE THE FOLLWING PROBLEM
1.

Tens, units and tenths 2.7+6

2.

1.72+ 1.15

3.

4.61 + 3. 176

4.

3. 249+ 1. 738

5.

7. 88 – 4. 965

6.

6. 971-1. 388

Multiplication of whole numbers
7.

879 X2

8.

869x3

9.

435x7

10.

635x6
Square root find the values of

11.

82

12.

52

13.

22 + 3 2

14.

32 + 42

15.

92 + 72
Express as one square

16.

(a) 100

17.

196

18.

80

Find the value of
19.

5x5

20.

3 x3

3rd TERM EXAMINATION QUESTIONS SUBJECT LITERACY FOR PRIMARY
FOUR READING AND COMPREHENSION
Reading: The kings contest
Announcer: (To a large gathering of people)Good afternoon . The king
in the land of broomsticks wants to choose a family that can bring cooperation to the town.
King: (To the people ) Good afternoon , As you all know that I am old and
have no children, I want to choose a family to take care of our town
when I go to join the ancestors Two broom sticks families will be
participating in the contest. They will be tested in the forest, at the
stream and by the hill.

(later in the forest )
Father Toro: Wife and children, I see you are working hard and sweating.
Keep this up, we shall soon be through with the work.
Mother Toro :Thank you we shall never disappo and children in you.
One Son : (quietly ) Father , look at a cobra.
Father Toro : stay together and strike it hard on the head several times. (they
strike it ).
Mother Toro: The cobra is dead.
Father Toro: shall we go quickly to the stream and wash the king’s clothes ?
(They all go to the stream)
Three Daughters: (Together but gently) father the crocodile’s mouth is open.
It wants to swallow us.
Mother and father Toro : Every one, aim at its eyes and get it blind.
Daughters: Father, it’s blind.
(By the hill )
Father Toro : let’s gather the king’s firewood. They gather a lot of fire wood .
Children: Can we get some more?
Father Toro There is a colony of ants. let’s beat them hard .(They beat hard )
Every body : They are all dead .
(in another end of the town )
Father kara: wife , children, come around. we’re not her to play or to rest
under trees.
Mother Kara: Leave them alone. They can do as they wish .

Children (shouting ) we’re tired.
We are not slaves.
Mother Kara: (Screaming) see a cobra
(They all scatter .The father running fastest )
Some children :father The cobra is breaking our arms and legs. He is taking
us away.
(The remaining broom sticks run towards the stream )we shall be wasted
Some children: father the crocodile is chewing our pieces ( Some run to the
hill.)
Other children: The ants are using us to build houses !
Now Answer these questions
1.

What did the king want to do ?

2.

Which type of family did he want ?

3.

How many families participated in the contest .

4.

what did the families see in the forest , hill and stream.

5.

What did ant do to kara family ?

6.

Which family showed the spirit of co-operation
GRAMMAR
Supply the tags.

7.

She can’t swim -----------------------------?

8.

I wasn’t there ------------------------------?

9.

She hasn’t eaten ----------------------------?

10.

He isn’t your friend ---------------------------------?

11.

They aren’t poor ------------------------------?
Write the words that has the same sound as in/ei\\ ai\ and /)i/
Choose from the box below
Wife

eight boy

oil

Pay

late

time spoil

cake

Boil

five

soil

name

high

joy

Example /ei/ /ai/ />i/
Pay wife joy
12.

-----------------------------------------------

13.

-----------------------------------------------

14.

-----------------------------------------------

15.

----------------------------------------------

16.

Write an informal letter address it to your friend telling him or her
how you spent your Christmas holidays.

3RD TERM EXAMINATION QUESTIONS ON SUBJECT: ASUSU IGBO .CLASS
PRIMARY FOUR AGUMAGU NAKWA –AZIZA AKUKO NA –AKUZI EZI
OMUME
1.

Chakpii woo!!

Out oge enwere out nwanyi di ime n’ out obodo. Ihe na –agukari,

